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March 2 2015: A monthly selection of the best new research and
resources on local peacebuilding worldwide, as chosen by Insight on
Conflict. This month’s edition features articles on youth and conflict,
adaptation to climate change, and more. Sign up here to receive the
newsletter by email each month.

Natural resources and conflict: a guide for mediation
practitioners

In conflicts involving natural resources, sustainable outcomes are even
more desirable because the shared benefits of these resources often
cross tribal, societal, communal, and national boundaries. Collaboration
over their ownership, management, and use is therefore critical to
peace and stability.

Natural resources and conflict, from UNEP, provides a guide as to how mediation can
be used as an effective tool for resolving disputes over natural resources. It offers
practical advice to mediators drawing on extensive, hands-on, experience.

Breaking the hourglass: Partnerships in remote
management settings – the cases of Syria and Iraqi
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Kurdistan

The true equity of partnerships between local and international actors
can be questioned when one side has all the money and holds most of
the decision-making power. This dynamic is more nuanced in a remote
management setting because while the international players continue to
hold all the money, the local players hold all of the access.

Breaking the hourglass, from the Feinstein International Center, examines partnerships
between international and local organisations in situations where international
organisations have limited access. Looking at the examples of Syria and Iraqi
Kurdistan, the paper highlights some of the particular challenges of working in such an
environment, and provides recommendations.

Youth & consequences: unemployment, injustice and
violence

A growing body of evidence increasingly contradicts the assumptions
driving bread-and-butter stabilization programs … In various contexts,
studies conducted over the past decade have found little or no evidence
linking unemployment and violence.

Youth & consequences, from Mercy Corps, looks at the assumptions on which many
programmes intended to prevent young people from taking part in political violence are
based. Drawing on research from Afghanistan, Colombia, and Somalia, the paper
argues that many of these assumptions are misguided.

Conflict-sensitive adaptation to climate change in
Africa

By not focusing solely on the linkages between climate change and
conflict in Africa, this volume takes the discussion further, considering
conceptual issues, highlighting key thematic issues of concern for
adaptation in Africa, as well as considering case studies, tools and
policies for conflict-sensitive adaptation to climate change.

Conflict-sensitive adaptation to climate change in Africa, from ACCORD, is a collection
of articles from academics, practitioners, and policymakers looking at all aspects of
conflict sensitivity in climate change adaption in Africa. The entire book is available for
free download.

Building peace in permanent war

Terrorist lists ‘shrink the space’ for international peace facilitation in
intrastate conflicts by, for instance, criminalising third-party mediation
and negotiation support, and impeding confidence-building with listed
actors and ‘insider mediators’.

http://fic.tufts.edu/publication-item/breaking-the-hourglass-partnerships-in-remote-management-settings-the-cases-of-syria-and-iraqi-kurdistan/
https://www.mercycorps.org/research-resources/youth-consequences-unemployment-injustice-and-violence
http://www.accord.org.za/publications/books/1287-conflict-sensitive-adaptation-to-climate-change-in-africa
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Building peace in permanent war, from the Transnational Institute, explores the impact
of counter-terrorism policies, particularly terrorist listing, on peacebuilding practice.
Based on research from Somalia, Israel/Palestine, and Turkey/Kurdistan, the report
demonstrates how the work of local and international peacebuilders has been affected.

The changing of the guard: Burkinabé civil society
says no to coup by stealth
By Boris Somé: Boris Somé reports on political drama
and the role civil society is playing in ensuring a peaceful
democratic transition in Burkina Faso Read more »

Women in Guatemala: survivors yesterday, activists
today, peace builders tomorrow
By Sophie Helle: Guatemalan women have suffered
horrific violence as a result of the country’s civil war and
its legacy. But they refuse to be cast solely as victims.
Read more »

Healing and conflict resolution through religion
By Jean de Dieu Basabose: An approach to resolving
ethnic conflict structured around religious practice in
Rwanda. Read more »

Football over fighting? The role of sport in
peacebuilding
By Kevin McCann: The Ivory Coast football team has
won its first trophy in 20 years. Its players have tried to
contribute to unity off the field as well as on it. Read more
»
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War affects all: why peace is important to the people
of Galilee
By Tori Curbelo: Tori Curbelo describes her experience
volunteering in Israel-Palestine, where people continue to
work for peace.Read more »

The rise of Boko Haram and the response of civil
society
By Michael Olufemi Sodipo: What is behind the rise of
Boko Haram and what can be done to end the violence?
Read more »

The Malian malaise: Daniel Ozoukou talks
peacebuilding in Mali
By Daniel Ozoukou: A local peacebuilder’s perspective
on the current situation in Mali, and what needs to happen
for lasting peace in the country. Read more »

Brothers in arms
By Ruairi Nolan: What can a power struggle between
two brothers in Mughal India tell us about religious
conflicts in today’s world? Read more »

Climate change, ecological restoration and conflict
resolution
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By Adan E. Suazo: Do the challenges of climate change
create the need for novel methods of conflict resolution?
Read more »

Civil conflict, civil society: a history of political and
social change in Burkina Faso
By Herman J. Cohen: Herman J. Cohen gives an
overview of Burkinabé history and the role that civil
society has played in recent years. Read more »

You can help broadcast the work, experiences and opinions of local peacebuilders
through the social media tabs on your left. As a forum for peacebuilders we actively
encourage debate, and so if the above piece provoked any thoughts or
opinions please share them in the comment box below.

This article is published under a Creative Commons BY-NC-SA License. You
are free to republish this article on your website, subject to some conditions.
More information on republishing this article.
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Keep up to date with the latest peacebuilding research,
funding opportunities, and posts from the blog with our
monthly newsletters.

 

March 2015
This month’s newsletter features
articles on youth and conflict,
adaptation to climate change, and
more. Read more »

Civil society peacebuilding: central to
Central Africa
What role can civil society play in the transition in the Central
African Republic? Martine Kessy Ekomo-Soignet offers an
overview. Read more »

Football over fighting? The role of
sport in peacebuilding
The Ivory Coast football team has won its first trophy in 20 years.
Its players have tried to contribute to unity off the field as well as
on it. Read more »

The rise of Boko Haram and the
response of civil society
What is behind the rise of Boko Haram and what can be done to
end the violence? Read more »

 Notify me of followup comments via e-mail. You can also subscribe without
commenting.
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Conflict areas
Africa: Burkina Faso · Burundi · Central African
Republic · DR Congo · Ivory Coast · Kenya ·
Liberia · Mali · Niger · Nigeria · Rwanda ·
Somalia / Somaliland · Sudan · South Sudan ·
Uganda ·

Asia: Afghanistan · Kashmir · Myanmar
(Burma) · Nepal · Pakistan · Sri Lanka ·
Thailand ·

Middle East: Israel & The Occupied Palestinian
Territories · Iraq · Lebanon ·

Latin America: Colombia · Guatemala ·

Europe: Northern Ireland · Western Balkans ·

Themes
Conflict prevention · Culture / media / advocacy
· DDR · Development · Gender / women ·
Health / counselling · Peace education ·
Reconciliation · Environment ·

Resources
About Insight on Conflict · Tomorrow’s
Peacebuilders · Submit your organisation ·
Peacebuilder bulletin · Local First · How to
choose a local partner · From local to national
peacebuilding · Contact us · Monthly
Newsletter · Opportunities · Volunteer with
organisations ·

Insight on Conflict
The leading online resource on local
peacebuilding in conflict zones. 
Find out more »

Sitemap » Disclaimer »
Privacy » Contact Us »
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